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As part of a four phase project, this report documents
the decision making process initiated by the New Mexico
Abandoned Mine Land Program to safeguarding abandoned
mines on Boston Hill, in the Town of Silver City, New Mexico.
This report documents Phases I and II of the project. The Phase
I report reviews existing regulatory parameters, environmental
studies, hazardous conditions and summarizes stakeholder
and public input. The Phase II report documents the public
outreach process of design and illustrates the preferred design
for safeguarding hazardous mine features.

Phase II Design portion of the project resulted in the following:

The Phase I assessment portion of the project found several
important facts:

Consent forms allowing AML entry to privately owned property
are being negotiated. Private landowners wish to limit liabilities
and public access to their privately owned property to the furthest
extent possible.

The Town-owned Boston Hill Open Space, adjacent privately
owned property, and BLM-owned parcels are perceived as” The
Boston Hill Open Space” (BHOS). The BHOS is not well regulated,
or patrolled, resulting in potential for vandalism and increased
liability.

Public feedback determined that the AML program should follow
through with safeguarding abandoned mines on Boston Hill, and
design safeguarding measures with the goal of enhancing the
exploratory experience of the Legal Tender Mine Complex and
protecting animal habitat.
Design solutions included safeguarding stopes and shafts and
providing aesthetic improvements and proscriptive design features
that rely upon visitor’s common sense of safety.

The Legal Tender abandoned mine complex and many other mine
features on Boston Hill represent significant dangers to public
health safety and welfare and the public does not recognize what
constitutes a hazardous condition or what existing hazardous
conditions are present.
The environmental conditions of Boston Hill Open Space limit its
use to recreational daily use.
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NORTH
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Pur p o s e an d Ba ck grou nd
As part of a four-phase project, this report is designed to
develop a sound basis for decision making by the Town of Silver
City, the State of New Mexico Abandoned Mine Land Program
(AML), landowners, and local residents for the safeguarding of
hazardous conditions associated with historical mine workings
on Boston Hill in Silver City, New Mexico. The first portion of this
report reviews existing regulatory parameters applying to the
site, reviews existing environmental studies, and summarizes
stakeholder and public input from initial town meetings held
in autumn 2012 and spring 2013. This report also summarizes
mapping to-date and documents certain known hazardous sites
and their conditions. Furthermore, this report integrates a site
characterization study of the Legal Tender mine complex (see
Appendix__) allowing a more complete understanding of existing
conditions. The second portion of this report provides a review
and analysis of public outreach and field design meetings held in
the summer and autumn of 2013.

The Planning and Design Team
In 2012 a planning and consultant team led by Dekker/Perich/
Sabatini was chosen by a selection committee made up of AML
staff and Silver City planning staff. The consultant team is
made up of planners, meeting facilitators, community liaisons,
landscape architects, archeologists and wildlife biologist,
environmental scientists, and civil, structural, and geological

engineers. The scope of work includes four phases. The
first phase is an assessment of existing conditions which
includes mapping the mine features, stakeholder meetings
and interviews, and the review of existing archaeological,
ecological, and environmental literature. The second phase of
work will conclude the planning effort with a public meeting and
field design meetings. The third and fourth phases will include
designing the improvements for bidding purposes and assisting
with construction administration. This report covers the first two
phases.
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Study Area
The Town of Silver City is located in Southwestern New Mexico
at the southern border of the Gila National Forest. The Boston
Hill Abandoned Mining District (District), is located immediately
southwest of the Town of Silver City and adjacent to the Grant
County Courthouse. The District is owned by a variety of federal,
civic, and private landowners and is partially within the Town of
Silver City’s limits. The District is comprised of 550 +/- acres of
Town of Silver City, private and BLM owned land that represent
an extension of the official open space. Thus, the study area for
this project encompasses mine features not formally under the
jurisdiction of the Town of Silver City (see Figure 3: Boston Hill
Project Boundary Map).
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Figure 2: Location of Boston Hill Open Space
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SETTING AND HISTORY

Abandoned Mine Land Program Basics

The Mogollon Gila Region was occupied by nomadic and semisedentary tribes possibly as far back as 9,000 to 300 BC before
the settling of the Mogollon Culture. The Mogollon Culture,
well known for their exceptional black on white pottery,
occupied portions of Southwest New Mexico, and Southeast
Arizona and occupied what is now known as the Gila Cliff
Dwellings. For unknown reasons, the region was abandoned in
1800 by the Mogollon culture and occupied by Apache tribes
who disclosed native copper deposits to Spanish explorers’.
Since then the region has been mined for its mineral deposits
of silver, copper and iron.
The District began to be mined in 1870 for silver and then
mined for primarily for iron ore between 1888 and 1912.
Boston Hill ore was not smelted or processed on site. After
the arrival of the railroad from Deming in 1893, fluxing ore (as
ore containing an appreciable amount of valuable metal, but
smelted primarily because it contains fluxing agents required
in the reduction of richer ores) was shipped to smelters in
El Paso and Socorro. The ores supplied the local Silver City
smelters until they closed in 1907. The beginning of full scale
industrial mining began at the Legal Tender and Silver Spot
Mines in 1906 when the Silver City, Pinos Altos, and Mogollon
Railroad constructed 17 miles of rail line from Silver City to Pino
Altos. The rail line was in use for only two years and removed
entirely in 1913. In 1917 Boston Hill was being mined primarily
for manganiferous iron ore. The mines ran continuously from
1916 to 1930 producing a total of 409,145 long tons of ore.
Records indicate no mining at all on Boston Hill during the
Great Depression. The demand for iron ore during and after
World War II made mining lucrative, and from 1936 to 1954
mining activity increased substantially.
Beginning in 1937, the ores were shipped to Pueblo, Colorado
smelter of the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company. Several mines
were operational from 1940 to 1950 including the Comanche,
North Pit, Legal Tender, and Silver Spot Mines. The Luck Mine
remained active through the 1970’s and at least one resident
has indicated that he worked the Luck Mine in the 1960’s and
1970’s as a young man, driving dump trucks.

Boston Hill Open Space (BHOS) is a valued community asset and
is an integral part of the local neighborhoods that surround the
site. Silver City residents use the BHOS as an extended backyard
to walk their dogs, bike, exercise, hike and play. The area is
popular to the point that trails and open spaces are in need of
additional upkeep.

The geology and vegetation of Boston Hill.

The New Mexico Abandoned Mine Land program (AML) is
responsible for safeguarding abandoned mines in New Mexico
by virtue of its enacting legislation, the 1977 Surface Mining
Reclamation and Recovery Act (SMCRA), which established the
Abandoned Mine Reclamation Fund (Fund). AML is authorized to
collect fees levied on a state’s active coal mines to reclaim coal
mines abandoned prior to SMCRA’s enactment. The Program
may also use 20% of its funds to reclaim or safeguard abandoned
hard rock mines. AML is under the administrative jurisdiction
of the New Mexico Energy Minerals and Natural Resources
Department (NMEMNRD) and the Office of Surface Mining (OSM)
which provide direct oversight of the AML program. Working on
both private and public land, AML estimates that there are 15,000
abandoned coal and hard rock mine features in New Mexico.

The Three Priority Areas of the AML Program
•
•

Town citizens and stakeholders visiting the mines.

•

Priority One: Protection of health, safety, and property from
extreme danger of adverse effects from mineral mining and
processing practices.
Priority Two: Protection of health, safety, and general welfare
from adverse effects of mineral mining and processing
practices (or addressing adverse effects that are not
immediately hazardous).
Priority Three: Restoration of land and water resources and
the environment previously degraded by the adverse effects of
mineral mining and processing practices, including measures
for the conservation and development of soil, water (excluding
channelization), woodland, fish and wildlife, recreation
resources, and agricultural productivity.

Since 1980, AML has been safeguarding abandoned mines
statewide. Early AML mine safeguarding efforts may be
characterized as reacting to immediate hazardous conditions.
This approach was practiced until 2000 when AML administration
recognized that a more comprehensive approach to hazard and
environmental mitigation was warranted. A comprehensive,
community-driven approach was warranted for more difficult
sites that involved multiple landowners and diverse stakeholders.
At these complicated abandoned mine sites, the AML program
adopted an inclusive process that involved stakeholder input in the
planning and design of abandoned mine safeguarding features.
Another important part of AML’s inclusive process was to allow
a community to adopt a no-action option. The no-action option
allows communities to forego AML assistance.
AML may address hard rock mine hazards on a case-by-case basis
and cannot fund Priority Three projects in hard rock mining districts
without addressing Priority One and Two situations. For instance,
the enhancement of a recreation resource is permitted only if
there is also the need for correcting a hazardous condition. This is
particularly the case with Boston Hill, as the Boston Hill mines were
hard rock mines for silver, iron, and manganese flux materials and
have since left behind many hazardous conditions.
In 2006, National and Tribal AML programs were reauthorized with
the provision that further limited the funding for projects that are
focused on Priority Three circumstances. The reauthorization
legislation stated that funding for AML programs will sunset in 2021
(unless future legislation grants the programs wider latitude in the
reclamation of hard rock or possibly uranium mines). Subsequently,
if AML programs have a limited statutory lifespan, national
AML programs have limited capacity to maintain and operate
the safeguarding features they fund and construct. Therefore,
AML programs rely upon partnerships with local and regional
jurisdictions that have the responsibility of maintaining public
infrastructure.

After mining operations ceased in the late 1970s, Boston Hill was
used as a grazing area until 1999 when the Town of Silver City
purchased a majority of the District as open space. The Town
received an Environmental Protection Act (EPA) Brownfields
grant for the development of an open space District and
developed a trail system that celebrates the heritage of mining in
Silver City, cautions visitors of dangers, and provides educational
signage at the trailheads.

Signage at an entry to the Boston Hill Open Space.
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Literature R eview
Below are descriptions and summaries of documents and other
reports relevant to safeguarding abandoned mines on Boston
Hill. These documents describe the current context of planning
efforts and environmental conditions that impact the Boston Hill
project.

AML and Boston Hill
In 1986, AML began work on Boston Hill by identifying 150
hazardous sites these included deep shafts and air and light holes
over room and pillar mined areas with fall potentials of 40 feet. AML
proposed blasting the Globe and Silver Spot workings and filling
stoped holes1 in the Legal Tender mine so that no trespassers or
landowners would be in danger of falling through the roof of the
mine workings. No work was proposed on the high walls of the pits.
The plan was questioned by Dr. Bruce Hayward, a biology
professor at Western New Mexico University (WNMU), who was
knowledgeable about the bat populations occupying Boston Hill’s
abandoned mines. Subsequent negotiations resulted in the fencing
of significant hazards in 1989 and made WNMU the steward of gate
padlocks and fencing. Since the agreement, the fencing has been
breached and Dr. Hayward, an advocate for bat habitat, has passed
away.

Local and COUnty Planning Literature
Since the purchase of the majority of Boston Hill by the Town
of Silver City, rules have been developed to manage the open
space for the benefit of residents and visitors. Silver City’s 2004
Comprehensive Plan prioritizes the development of the Town
towards a more pedestrian oriented city fabric that integrates
neighborhoods with open spaces and trails. In general, open
space plays a large part in the vision Silver City residents have for
their economic vitality, livability, and future growth.
AML netted shaft on southern portion of BHOS

The Boston Hill Open Space is zoned “Rural” by the Town of
Silver City. The Rural zone provides for annexed areas that
accommodate agricultural, ranching, and natural resource uses
and very low-density residential uses. The Rural zoning category
does not rule out limited development considerations. For
instance, the Town administration commissioned a study of
potential sites on Boston Hill for an amphitheater that can host
musical events. (See Phase I, Appendix G)

Several unique conditions contribute to AML’s prioritization of
the Boston Hill project, including:
•
proximity to the population of the Town of Silver City and
subsequent frequent mine visitation,
•
the nature and extent of the hazardous abandoned mine
situations, and
•
the mix of private and public landownership.

Grant County owns land adjacent to the BHOS. The Grant County
Comprehensive plan does not address Boston Hill and at the
current time leaves the planning and improvements to the Town of
Silver City.

Duke Engineering Environmental Assessment
The State of New Mexico Environment Department (NMED)
commissioned an environmental assessment (EA) from Duke
Engineering (dated January, 2000) to help with the purchase of
Boston Hill properties by the Town of Silver City. The main objective
of the EA was to determine if surface soils at the site contained
levels of metals elevated above that of surrounding, unmined (i.e.
background) areas. The study also compared its findings with
health-based screening levels promulgated by the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA). NMED collected groundwater samples
from two nearby water wells to determine whether groundwater
contamination existed and if it could be attributed to the site. The
assessment found that there were elevated levels of heavy metals
in soils and high concentrations of thallium in nearby groundwater
wells. However, the levels of contaminants were not deemed
hazardous for the intended recreational use of the site. The Boston
Hill AML Planning Team reviewed the EA and came to the following
conclusions:
•
•
•

•

The Phase II ESA investigation was performed in accordance
with standard protocols for a screening level assessment.
The NMED used prescribed EPA methodology for laboratory
work.
Field-collected data using X-ray florescence (XRF) may be
unreliable due to issues related to instrument calibration,
overlapping spectral responses, and sample heterogeneity,
and
No definitive conclusions about metal contamination can
be made based solely on XRF data and additional laboratory

Breached fences at the Legal Tender Mine Complex

1 “Stoped holes”or“stopes”are step-like parts of a mine where minerals are
being extracted (Oxford Dictionary online).
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Legal Tender ceiling thickness

Stakeholder assessment of an abandoned mine on Boston Hill.
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•

Baseline Conditions

testing would be required to assess any potential exposure
risks.
Groundwater impacts remain unknown given the samples were
collected improperly and taken from wells not downgradient
from the site. Elevated metals found in the water samples are
most likely associated with the suspended sediment rather
than mine-related impacts because the majority of mine
working did not intersect groundwater.

climate and elevation
The approximately 550-acre area known as Boston Hill is located
at the southern extremity of the Silver City Range. Elevations
on Boston Hill range from 6,000 to 6,380 feet above sea level.
The climate is considered mild with summer temperatures
rarely exceeding 100 degrees F and with winter producing only
occasional light snowfalls. Most precipitation occurs during the
months of July, August, and September with total precipitation
averaging about 16 inches per year.

Despite the limitations of the EA, the team’s analysis concurs with
NMED’s conclusion: Boston Hill presents low risks for recreational
users in terms of exposure to metals associated with the mine
wastes.

plant community

The biotic community is typical of a transitional area between an
encinal mixed woodland and Pinon Juniper savanna. Pinon (Pinus
An archaeological survey of Boston Hill was conducted by Dos
edulis), One-Seed Juniper (Juniperus monsperma) and Grey Oak
Mine where Boston
ore was processed,
Mu- Processed, 1943
Plate
2-3. Continental
The Continental
Mill Hill
Where
Boston 1943
Hill(Silver
OreCity
Was
Rios Consultants in 2001. This project consisted of a Class
III (100%)
(Quercus grisea) are the dominant tree species. Dominant shrub
seum).
surface inventory of the Boston Hill Mining District purchased
species include Beargrass (Nolina microcarpa) Apache Plume
(Silver City Museum, Negative No. 8908)
for open space by the Town of Silver City. Approximately 537 (+/-)
(Fallugia paradoxa), California brickelbush (Brickellia californica)
Among
acres were surveyed. The survey found that the vast majority
of the larger operations during the 1940s and early 1950s were the Comanche,
and Cholla Cactus (Optunia sp.) The grasslands are made up of
historical remains consisted of mining features (e.g.,
shafts,
Three-Awn (Aristada sp.), and other Grama grasses (Bouteloua sp.)
North
pit,open
Legal Tender, and Silver Spot mines. The general location of larger operations
cuts, prospects, waste rock, etc.). There was almost
no
evidence
Invasive
plant species are found throughout the site and include
is shown in Figure 2-7. What follows is a brief discussion of the general character
of these
of historic, built structures remaining in the project
area.
No
Siberian
Elm (Ulmus pumila), Tree of Heaven (Ailanthus altissima)
operations, including their size and the methods used to extract iron ore from each. These
prehistoric archaeological remains were found during the survey.
and Tamarisk (Tamarix ramosissima).
are accompanied, where possible, by vintage photographs of each operation.
Final recommendations from Dos Rios Consultants, Inc., were for
The Comanche pit is located in the southwest vicinity of Boston Hill adjacent
to the
the Town to conditionally clear several archaeologically sensitive
It should
be noted that mining features such as stopes and pits
Fierro
fault
zone.
The
mine
was
owned
and
operated
by
the
Luck
Mining
and
Construction
areas of the site. Sites of archaeological were mapped and
capture and store rainwater, creating low lying spaces that
integrated into the mapping data for AML use. Company. In 1946 the pit was 500 feet long, 300 feet wide and about 70 feet deep
supportnear
a variety of plant materials. Invasive tree species have
taken
the center (Figure 2-8). The ore was mined from north-trending benches. A new
pitadvantage
was of these conditions, and proliferate freely in the
disturbed landscape.
Land and Mineral Rights Ownership
started in 1946 southwest of earlier operations. The grade of ore in the pit was essentially

Archaeology

same,
Partial realty searches have been conducted for the
surface
and consisting of intermixed hematite and pyrolusite. Ore occurred on all sides of
Geology
theHill
pitmining
and continued northward
along the fault zone to the North pit.
mineral ownership. Research suggests that Boston
Plate 2-1. Group of Miners at Boston Hill, n.d.
claims did not sever surface ownership from mineral rights
Geologic
formations on Boston Hill range from Pre-Cambrian
Mining was accomplished
byMuseum,
first drilling
and blasting
bench.
(Silver City
no negative
number).the ground behind the
ownership and land transfers conveyed both theAsurface
and
to
Quaternary
1 ½ yard shovel then sorted the waste from ore during loading (Plates 2-4 to 2-7). The with a nearly complete section of Paleozoic
mineral estates. Therefore, the landowners are owners of their
formations making up the majority of the surface exposures. All
Group of miners at Boston Hill (Silver City Museum, no date).
waste to ore ratio
was estimated at 3:1. Seven ton waste and ore trucks were then
loaded
individual parcels’ mineral estates.

the sedimentary rocks older than Quaternary have been cut by
volcanic sills and dikes believed to be of Laramide age. The dikes
occupy pre-existing faults. A quartz monzonite porphyry known as
the Silver City intrusion forms the eastern boundary of the area.
The site resides structurally in a northwest-trending transition
zone between the Colorado Plateau on the north and the Basin and
Range province to the south.

Hydrology
Surface runoff from Boston Hill contributes to several ephemeral
watercourses. Yankee Creek begins on the north side and
generally flows through several backyards, and, reportedly,
under houses to West Yankee Street into the Big Ditch. The
Creek reportedly runs with snow melt and in rain events. Boston
Hill stormwater runoff also contributes to La Capilla wetlands, a
designated city park to the southeast of Boston Hill.
San Vicente creek flooded in 1895 due, in part, to the deforestation
of upper watersheds and the establishment of a grid of streets that
concentrated stormwater flow. Today San Vicente Creek is known
as the Big Ditch and carries a perennial stream of water.
Regional groundwater flow direction is to the southeast towards
San Vicente Creek. Other than recent alluvium in the southeast and
southwest of the site, the geological units are not water-bearing
except for local areas in the immediate vicinity of fractures and
faults. Depth to groundwater ranges from 45 to 200 feet in wells
in the general vicinity of Boston Hill and with the exception of the
Silver Spot mine, no water was encountered in the underground
mines.

Animal Habitat
Although Boston Hill has significant animal habitat, bat habitat on
Boston Hill has been the most seriously studied. Professor J. Scott

by the shovel. In July 1946, the company was operating several compressors for
Plateutilizing
2-1. Group
of Miners
Boston
a work
forceatof
aboutHill,
50n.d.
men.
jackhammers and 16 trucks,
(Silver City Museum, no negative number).
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BostonHillorewagonspassingthroughSilverCity,1920(SilverCityMuseum).

7

Plate 2-2. Boston Hill Ore Wagons Passing through Silver City; July, 1920
(Silver City Museum, Negative No. 70).
4

The Boston Hill Open Space today.
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Altenbach of the University of New Mexico (UNM) has access
to the data collected by the late WMNU professor, Dr. Bruce
Hayward, and has performed numerous studies of bat populations
on Boston Hill. In 2003, the BLM commissioned Dr. Altenbach
to study and report on bat populations on its property. AML
commissioned Professor Altenbach in April 2013 to visit and assess
multiple sites for habitat and get his recommendations for closure
potential. Dr. Altenbach found numerous sites of bat habitat and
many nesting barn owls. Furthermore, Dr. Altenbach’s statement of
concern for the Legal Tender site was of special note and deserves
repeating:
“Of importance from a wildlife management perspective is
the tremendous negative impact to bat use presented by
the magnitude of the human visitation to the underground
parts of this mine. There is maternity activity and hibernation
by Corynorhinus townsendii and use by several other bat
species as well. Both of these activities are highly vulnerable to
disturbance. Repeated disturbance during hibernation will likely
result in the death of the bats. I suspect that the negative impact
to bats in this area has been significant.“ (Altenbach, 2013)

Station #3- Biological And Cultural Resources

Biological

Beyond bats, much of the animal habitat is known from word
of mouth. Barn owls, fox, coyote, deer, bobcat, javelina, and
porcupine have all been reported on Boston Hill.

Recreation Resources
Boston Hill is a passive and active recreation haven for many Silver
City residents. Mountain biking enthusiasts are avid users of the
trails on Boston Hill and have posted YouTube videos of themselves
riding over netted shafts. Many residents have informed the team
of their daily visits onto Boston Hill for dog walking and exercise.
Maintenance and control of open space trails is a sore spot for
many users of the hill. Problems include: hikers and bikers not
following designated trail routes and a lack of maintenance/
attention from the Town of Silver City.
It should be noted that AML can assist in the planning and design
of trails in so far as its primary mission of safeguarding abandoned
mines is accomplished.

Figure 4: Geologic Map of Silver City and Boston Hill Area
November 15, 2013

9

ManyanimalscanbefoundonBostonHill,includingGambelquailand
bats (above).

Mountainbikingisapopularrecreationalactivityinthe BostonHill
Open Space.
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Pu bl i c O utrea ch
Approach
The initial public outreach approach was led by Tim Karpoff,
Ken Romig and Joseph Gendron. They focused on the primary
stakeholders in the Town of Silver City including landowners,
public officials and public entities. . Stakeholder’s lists evolved
to include many community groups that had interest in
environmental issues, outdoor recreation and/or were influential
contributors to community opinion.
Initial stakeholder interviews began as educational and
open-ended conversations (See Phase I, Appendix A). These
conversations informed the stakeholders of the AML program
purpose and focused discussions on Boston Hill, gauging its
importance and getting a sense of public awareness of the
abandoned mine hazards. Educating Silver City residents about
the AML program objectives began with an explanation of the
following items:
•
AML’s enabling legislation and funding mechanism,
•
AML’s mission and priorities,
•
AML’s commitment to generating open dialogue with residents
and stakeholders to arrive at community-driven solutions, and
•
the “no action” option that stakeholders may request of AML.
During the course of primary stakeholder interviews, reports of
the team’s work spread to concerned residents. Tim Karpoff met
with several concerned residents at the Silver City Senior Center
on November 19th, 2012 to discuss the purpose of the project and
address concerns. Concerns expressed were that the public
outreach effort was perceived as surreptitious, and suggestions
were made that the team make presentations to the Town Council,
post flyers around town about the planning effort and generally be
more transparent. Following this meeting, there were postings on
gilacommunity.net that expressed mistrust of the team and AML’s
planning effort.
Community sentiment for the project vacillated on the
gilacommunity.net blog between either leaving Boston Hill as-is
and letting nature take its course or supporting a reclamation
effort. Led by Tim Karpoff, the team posted several responses
and clarifications to express opinions.
The public outreach strategy of one-on-one interviews with
primary stakeholders and organizations was adjusted to be
more inclusive of interested residents. The planning team made
a presentation to the Town Council on January 8th regarding
safeguarding abandoned mine features on Boston Hill (see
PhaseI, Appendix D). The team also developed and posted flyers
at trailheads and created public service announcements sent to
media outlets serving the Silver City area.
Team members recorded comments and opinions in formal
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written documents called communication records. See Phase I,
Appendix B for communication records.

Stakeholder approaches
From meetings and interviews, the team learned that landowners,
both private and public, wanted to make their properties safe due to
either financial, liability, or safety concerns. Although a “no action”
option was offered, it was determined that taking no action was not
desired by a majority of residents.

Town of Silver City
After purchasing 537 acres of Boston Hill Open Space, the Town
of Silver City acquired funds to hire a Brownfields Coordinator.
The coordinator developed trailheads with private landowners,
built trailhead kiosks and installed cautionary signage. Signage
and trails have suffered from neglect since the position was
vacaated in 2006. Signs have been vandalized and only minimal
trail maintenance is provided by the Youth Conservation Corp
during the summer months. The general consensus of the
community is that residents would like the Town to have a
maintenance crew addressing problems on the BHOS in a more
consistent fashion.
The Town of Silver City management is concerned about the
liabilities represented by abandoned mine features at Boston Hill,
and welcomes AML’s program as a way to assist in mitigating
hazards. So far, the Town leadership has not been actively involved
with AML in developing a safeguarding plan or design.

encountered on Boston Hill are, in most cases, typical of what
a hiker may find in any national forest or park. The more time
Silver City residents spend on Boston Hill the more comfortable
they are with the riskiness of the environment. Therefore, it is
reasonable that Silver City residents reacted with skepticism to
AML safeguarding efforts as there have been few well-reported
injuries on Boston Hill. Residents were suspicious of fixing a
place that did not seem broken.
Boston Hill is perceived as landscape degraded by historic
mining practices. Although reports have determined that the
site is environmentally benign for recreational day use, some
residents feel there may be potential health risks associated with
the metals in soils and groundwater.

Abandoned Mine Land Program
As a stakeholder in the process, the AML’s primary goal is to make
abandoned mines safe. It considers safeguarding Boston Hill a top
priority. As the leader of this planning and design effort, the AML
program is committed to a public outreach process that:
•
Educates communities about the dangers of abandoned mines
•
Plans and designs safeguarding measures that are
complimentary to community aesthetics and utilizes best
practices for safeguarding hazardous mine conditions
•
Transparently communicates and actively utilizes community
expertise in the planning and design process

KenRomig(D/P/S)speakstoSilverCityresidentsataBostonHillpublic
meeting.

The Town has hired an architect to look at the potential siting of
an amphitheater on Boston Hill to host music events (See Phase
I, Appendix G). The siting of a music venue on Boston Hill could
increase the vistiation to abandondoned mine features.

Bureau of Land Management (BLM)
The BLM has one AML coordinator for the entire state of New
Mexico and is confronting significant abandoned mine issues
statewide. The BLM wants to see all the immediate hazards on
its property safeguarded. Furthermore, the fragmented properties
owned by the BLM within the Boston Hill Open Space are not lands
the BLM manages well and the BLM would be willing to part with
these small tracts of property.

Stakeholders examining an abandoned mine on Boston Hill.

Silver City residents
The common perception of hazards on Boston Hill for Silver City
residents can be summarized in the following way: Silver City is
a gateway community to the Gila National Forest where a hiker
can easily encounter shear stone cliffs. The mining features
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Fin d i ng s f rom Ph a s e I
Team findings are a result of public outreach efforts, literature
review and observations. These findings may guide the decision
making of many landowners and agencies with an interest in the
Bsotn Hill mining district.

Hazards

•
•
•

Golder Associates mapped Boston Hill Open Space abandoned
mine features and assessed the potential hazard of each feature.
Figure 5 (p.28) indicates the feature and the nature of each
hazard.

Indiscriminate trail development is diminishing the enjoyment
of the Boston Hill Open Space.
There is general agreement among residents that the Town of
Silver City is not dedicating sufficient resources to maintaining
the Open Space.
The AML program recognizes that Boston Hill is a community
resource. There are diverse opinions regarding the
appropriate safeguarding measures that respect landowner
prerogatives and reflect community sentiment. AML will
respect landowners’ rights and wishes in the reclamation,
safeguarding, and mitigation of mine related hazards.

Hazard Identification

Ecology

Highwalls and other fall hazards were initially identified through an
analysis of available topographic data for the site from the Town
of Silver City and AML. Steep areas were defined as: 1) slope
gradients that are greater than 66 percent or 1.5 (horizontal) to
1 (vertical); and 2) the elevation difference between the top and
bottom of the slope is greater than 10 feet. Using a Geographical
Information System (GIS), a terrain analysis identified steep areas
that could pose a potential falling hazard. Each of the steep areas
identified by terrain analysis were visually surveyed during several
site visits. These areas are associated with mining excavations.
In addition to fall hazards, some of the highwalls exhibit rock fall
hazards due to the slope steepness and weathering. While these
hazards are similar to those visitors would encounter in any rugged
terrain, these steep manmade cliffs are often less stable due to the
disturbance of the previously stable natural landscape. Steep area
are numerous and occur throughout the open space, and mitigating
all fall and rockfall hazards is not considered practical.

Ecology is the interrealted biological and chemical systems that
support a healthy environment.
•
Bird and mammal habitat is severely affected by frequent
visitors to the Legal Tender Complex.

In addition to steep areas, individual shaft openings were surveyed
in the field to identify the relative risk to visitors. The hazards were
categorized in order of increasing risk based on the following
criteria:
•
No Fall Hazard – The shaft had been backfilled or the fall
distance was less than 4 feet.
•
Fall Hazard, Easy Egress – The fall distance was 4 feet or more,
but a visitor could easily exit the shaft.
•
Fall Hazard, Difficult Egress – The fall distance was 4 feet or
more, and getting out of the shaft would be difficult.
•
Fall Hard, No Egress – The fall distance was 4 feet or more,
and there would be no way to exit the shaft without rescue
These risk categories can be used to prioritize shaft closure. It
should be noted that the northeast area of the open space has
many depressions that could present a fall hazard with easy egress,
and not all of these depressions were ranked for risk as the survey
focused on historical shaft openings.

Stakeholders
•
•
•
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Both public and private landowners want hazard safeguarding
measures for their respective abandoned mine features.
Residents feel more comfortable on Boston Hill the more they
visit.
Understanding the hazards often led to residents recognizing
the value of safeguarding measures.

Goals for Safeguarding Measures
•
•
•
•
•

If safeguarding measures proceed, a balanced approach must
be struck between the type of safeguarding improvement and
respecting the sense of place.
Preserve the visitors sense of risk-taking when visiting Boston
Hill.
Preserve the much-loved rugged landscape character of
Boston Hill.
Preserve and protect the native plant and animal habitats.
Abandoned mine features are just as hazardous for the
cautious resident, the risk-taking teenager, or the out of town
visitor. Therefore, safeguarding improvements should consider
all the risk-taking behaviors.

Management Challenges
•

•

•

Open Spaces require civic and community resources
including maintenance and operation budgets. Even
seemingly long lasting safeguarding measures require
periodic inspection and maintenance.
Volunteer groups have managed to construct and maintain
many trails, however, volunteers cannot address all the
pressing issues nor maintain the significant miles of trails on
Boston Hill.
There is an opportunity to build another group of “Friends of
Boston Hill” comprised of the original “Friends of Boston Hill”
which included the Town of Silver City, the Youth Conservation
Corp, and the Gila Resources Information Project. This group
may advocate and secure funding for a permanent position
within the Town’s recreation department for an Open Space
manager position.

Planning for phase II- design

Public O utreach

Phase II of the Boston Hill project will be focused on further public
outreach and participation to identify preferences for potential
design solutions at areas in greatest need of safeguarding
measures. This will include a preliminary public meeting or ‘open
house’ to describe the intent of the project as well as on-site
design meetings with Town residents and stakeholders.

Open House Public Meeting
An open house public meeting will be held and achieve the
following goals:
•
Educate stakeholders about the AML program, its mission, and
purpose.
•
Educate stakeholders about the unrecognized hazardous
conditions of the Legal Tender Mine Complex and Open Space.
•
Determine if stakeholders want the AML safeguarding effort to
proceed.
•
Field Design meetings will integrate community input into
design decisions without sacrificing landowner concerns.
The meeting willl have an open house format in which attendees
can ask team members questions while looking over several
informational boards, followed by a presentation in which
the project team can explain the past and present state of the
mining areas of Boston Hill, the purpose and intent of AML, and
sample safeguarding measures used by AML which could also
be used at Boston Hill. Lastly, a question and answer period can
direct questions to the team and AML staff.

with the team and Town residents. Field design meeting will
begin with a morning orientation for new participants and
provide orientations for newcomers as needed. These planning
and design field meetings will proceed in a collaborative and
phenomenological manner. For the purposes of this project,
phenomenology is interpreted in practical terms as the practice
of utilizing collective knowledge to discern patterns in the
landscape to design a site in a collaborative manner. In other
words, there is no prescriptive design solution, but rather a
design that arises from the site. Several design tenants will be
utilized to facilitate discussion and design including:
•
Use of existing features and sense of place to inform the
structure and form of the safeguarding improvements.
•
Visualizing and designing improvements on site with basic
materials including stakes and string lines to make design
thinking immediately accessible.
•
Staking conceptual layouts of improvements on the ground for
visualization purposes. Pictures and GPS points will be used
to insert designs onto construction documents.
At the end of each day, the team and any participants may
re-grouped to organize notes and thoughts about the day’s
discussions and design ideas.

S afeguarding Strategies

In total, two field design meetings are planned to collect feedback
from the residents of Silver City. Below are goals and objectives of
the Field Design Meetings:

Tried and true mine safeguarding measures are a starting point
for proposed solutions on Boston Hill and will help kick-start
community conversation in public meetings. The following is a
short description of the common safeguarding measures and
considerations that were shared in stakeholder conversations
and interviews. These methods are often combined to create
safeguarding features.

Goals

Backfilling

•

Backfilling is the process of using waste or structural fill materials
to fill mine openings or subsidence.

Field Design Meetings

•

Collectively design improvements that increase public safety
while respecting community and landowner opinion and
wildlife habitat.
Identify sites that represent mining history in an exemplary
way and design safeguarding measures that enhance the
experience of the mining landscape.

Team Objectives
Develop constructable solutions that:
•
Caution visitors without unduly affecting the sense of risk
which is important to the experience of Boston Hill.
•
Limit landowner liabilities and recognize visitor curiosity.
•
Aesthetically integrate the landscape, mining history, and
safeguarding measures.

Format
The field design meetings will be on-site working meetings

High Tensile Steel Mesh
High tensile steel mesh is a useful safeguarding measure for
shafts. The mesh can have a variety of patterns and sizes of,
wire openings and is commonly used to deter rockfalls onto
highways in mountainous areas. The edges of the mesh extend
at least three feet beyond the edge of the shaft and are bolted
down with either a soil or rock anchor.

Considerations for Use
•

Wire meshes can be cut by vandals therefore the mesh
is best installed horizontally over relatively flat planes to
minimize wear and fraying of the cable on sharp stone
surfaces. The mesh can handle significant weight, however
the manufacturers do not advise heavy traffic including
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•
•

bikes and motorcycles.
The mesh will fray if there are sharp rock edges around the
collar.
Mesh can become an attractive nuisance to daredevil
types who may bounce on it as it has some spring to it after
installation

Tire (Toroid) Plug
In situations where backfilling a large stope or shaft is not
advisable, a tire plug may be used to close a shaft or adit. A tire
plug is a process in which large mining tires are inserted into
openings with an excavator. The excavator squeezes the tires,
inserts them into openings, and allows the tire(s) to expand. Then
a series of standard tires are cabled together, to cover the primary
tire and the opening is backfilled with waste rock and stone plating.
No visual evidence of tire closure remains after the procedure.

Considerations for Use
•

Tires cannot stabilize ceilings of open mines; however, many
times the tires support some weight if a ceiling shifts or
collapses.

Poly Foam Plug
A poly foam plug is similar to a tire plug, but expanding foam is the
compound which fills the void. The process involves mixing two
compounds together in a bucket and pouring the mixture into the
opening. The foam mix expands at a 20:1 expansion ratio, and the
opening is backfilled with rock debris.

Considerations for Use
•

The foam must be protected from sun exposure. Off-gassing of
foam is negligible.

Bat Compatible Steel Enclosure and Cupolas
A steel enclosure is suitable for situations in which vertical
closure of mine openings is required. The steel enclosures are
commonly 4”x4” hollow structural steel gates filled with concrete
and manganal steel bars. The steel enclosures allow for mammal
entry and bat flight and often have access gates for maintenance
or bat research. Cupolas are used with corrugated piping at shaft
entries where ventilation is necessary and can provide for bat flight
openings

Considerations for Use
•

Rock Walls
Rock walls are typically free-standing and meant to provide
a barrier - both physically and mentally - between areas of
recreational use and areas deemed unsafe for walking or entry.
They are typically comprised of native or waste rock and mortared
in place. They can be structurally reinforced if acting as both a
barrier and as a retaining wall for stabilization. Rock walls can also
become sitting amenities when designed as a seat wall.

Fencing
Fencing, for the purposes of safeguarding mines, is used to
minimize potential fall hazards or entry into dangerous areas and
is typically of steel construction. It may be an industrial chain-link
fence or a cable / wire fence. Cable or wire type fences can also
be wildlife friendly if constructed without barbs and can allow
views into interesting mine features or across the landscape.

Geosynthetically Confined Soil
Geosynthetically confined soil is the use of geotextile fabrics
to create vertical retaining structures with bearing capacities
and safety factors more than ten times those of mechanically
stabilized earth walls. Facing options include natural vegetation,
wire mesh, natural stone, concrete block, or sculpted shotcrete.

S ite D emo l itio n/
Fenc ing D emo l itio n
I mp rovements

In all instances the design calls for the removal of fencing that
is generally considered an intrusion on Boston Hill. Chainlink
fabric will be removed entirely and many fence posts will be
removed. Some fence posts strung with smooth, unbarbed
wildlife fencing will remain to deter bicyclists or motorized
vehicles. Additionally, strategically placed boulders may used to
bar unwelcome vehicular access to certain sites.

Site Amenities
In addition to active safeguarding methods, a system of site
amenities are planned to serve aesthetic and functional purposes
on Boston Hill. The system is comprised of entry arches, trails, low
rock walls and columns, signage, benches, seating spaces and
rock cairns.

Steel Enclosures are not structural, are not designed to keep a
mine ceiling from collapse, and can be vandalized.

Entries
Entry arches can enhance the current trailhead facilities on Boston
Hill. The Spring Street trailhead is suitable for a more substantial
entry feature that can educate visitors as to the ownership of
the land visitors are entering, habitat, and history and behavior
guidance. The entry can be coordinated with Grant County
adjacent to the Spring Street parking area and provide a more
direct route to the trails leading to the Legal Tender. ( see graphic
representation of conceptual entry) This conceptual entry will be a
coordinated design effort between the Silver City Arts Community,
local schools, Grant County and AML.

Trails and Paths
Paths and trails will be constructed to accommodate safe
exploration of the mining site and will emanate from existing
routes to areas less prone to hazardous situations. Trails will
lead to other site amenities such as shaded seating beneath trees,
bridges and spots with significant views. Some existing trails will
be obliterated with revegetation techniques and in those cases
signage will inform visitors of closed trails.

High Tensile Steel Mesh

Low Rock walls
Using the nearby mine rubble 18”high rock walls will enclose areas
that have the potential of ceiling collapse. These hand built rock
walls serve to remind visitors of areas that have been determined
unsafe without inhibiting exploration. The rock walls also prompt
visitors to not stray from established trails and paths; limiting the
destruction of vegetation.
Termination of the rock walls will coincide with entries spots and
may mesh with existing stone outcrops, or terminate in a stone
support column.

Signage
Signage will take a proscriptive approach to remind visitors of
dangers and ask for visitors to willingly observe community rules.
Using universal symbols of communication, the signage will be
periodically installed in rock walls, ground surfaces and fencing.

Bat Compatible Steel Enclosure & Cupola (Above)

Areas of repose
Gathering areas with benches, and amphitheaters will be designed
at identified spots that accommodate rest and enjoyment of Boston
Hill. Gathering areas will be sited to take full advantage of the
views into Town and to the Gila mountain range. Amphitheatre
seating will be situated to observe bat flights at dusk.

Rock Cairns
Rock cairns may be the most ancient of human methods to stake
territory or mark special districts. Rock cairns will be used in
special locations to mark the special Legal Tender mining district
and orient visitors to mountains, views or used as wayfinding
devices.

Bulkheads
Bulkheads are closures of mortared native and waste rock that are
rarely structural. These are best used at vertical or near-vertical
openings that require complete closure and resistance to entry or
vandalism.

Bulkhead

Possible Spring Street Trailhead/Gateway
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phase Ii design

Pl a n n i n g a n d I mpleme ntatio n Chall eng es
Introduction

on Boston Hill is unknown. Another public landowner, BLM, is
very interested in safeguarding the abandoned mines on their
land and is awaiting the outcome of the Boston Hill project to
coordinate its safeguarding effort with AML.

The Phase II task involves soliciting public input through a variety of
means and synthesizing the input from the series of public and field
design meetings into the design solution. This report summarizes
the meeting process and results with written and graphic
documentation.

Private landowners
Private landowners acknowledge that land adjacent to the Boston
Hill Open Space is a valuable asset as developed property and/or
commerical activity zone. A recent example of commerical activty
is the use of the Legal Tender mine as a movie set, highlighting the
potential for generating revenue at Boston Hill. Landowners have
also expressed the opinion that a safeguarded mine may pose the
prospect of more visitation.

Multiple landowner/Land Use Priorities
A perennial challenge of AML projects in populated areas is
developing a safeguarding design that represents a consensus by
multiple landowners.

Silver City residents
Residents of Silver City recognize that Boston Hill Open Space
(BHOS) is valuable in its own right; as a preserve of common
natural area and as community resource for recreating. There
are diverse land uses on Boston Hill. The BHOS is used by many
persons wishing to escape the developed Town, including walkers,
hikers, birders, and an occasional caver.

Stewardship of the mining district

View from bike on Boston Hill Trail, Source http://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=iBF6P2ryezk

Recreationists
Boston Hill is a haven for bike enthusiasts, providing terrain for
the newcomers to the sport, and rough challenging terrain for
the more seasoned athletes. There are currently plans to develop
a bike circuit on the south side of BHOS for a cyclocross loop.
Cyclocross is a sport much like mountain biking, except a standard
road bike with knobby tires is used for off-road biking. There are
also obstacles within the course that require dismounting and
re-mounting the bike. The lap will only be on established trails on
Boston Hill no new trails will be developed, and the lap turns will
be marked with rock cairns from native field stone from Boston Hill.
Though the loop is still in the early phases, there are possible plans
for monthly racing with 3-4 successive laps.

Lack of landowner attention is perhaps the most difficult hurdle
to overcome in the planning and implementation for safeguarding
measures on Boston Hill. For the purposes of this report
stewardship includes leadership, maintenance and planning for
properties in the study area. Boston Hill is a shared resource and,
unfortunately, a neglected resource. The Friends of Boston Hill
secured Boston Hill but are not currently organized to fully care
for BHOS beyond periodic trash collections. The Town and other
organizations have not assumed responsibilities for the care and
protection of the area either. Trail maintenance is through the
AmeriCorps volunteers through the Wellness Coalition, however
the volunteers cannot cover all the needs of the hill. There is
a public perception that trails are abused. Many new trails are
being developed in an adhoc fashion. The team understands that
community regulation of misuse such as off-trail bike riding is
conducted through peer pressure. Private lands such as the Legal
Tender Mine are neglected by both landowners, Western New
Mexico University and the Town of Silver City.

Hikers on Boston Hill, Source httpwww.silvercity.orgdest_silver_city_
boston_hill_trails.php

Public Agency landowners:
The Town of Silver City recognizes the area’s value for the
residents of Silver City and as a potential space to accommodate
new town priorities related to quality of life. In that vein, the
Town has considered locating an amphitheater on Boston Hill
for the annual Blues Festival and other music events that have
outgrown their current venues. As far as the team is aware, the
designs and possible development of a music venue on Boston
Hill have been well recieved. The future impact of a music venue
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source: httpbikeworksnm.orgprograms

Grafitti on/in Legal Tender Mine Complex.
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Pu bl i c M eeti n gs

Abandoned Mine Hazards
Abandoned mines can be dangerous places. Potential
hazards presented to the public included falling from
height, adit and collar cave-ins, bad air, and rock fall. The
following information is derived from the New Mexico
Abandoned Mine Land Program website, Dr. Altenbach’s
report and from the teams own experience in the Legal
Tender Mine Complex.

The Boston Hill team presented its Phase I assessment to the
community on March 21, 2013 at the Silco Theatre. Approximately
30 attendees had an opportunity to ask questions of team members,
attend a presentation summarizing the findings and be part of a
question and answer period. The meeting was organized into the
following stations:
•
General Mine Hazards in the Open Space.
•
Mapping and Hazard Assessment of the Legal Tender Mine
Complex.
•
Biological and Historical Resources.
•
Safeguarding Solutions and Possibilities.
•
Conceptual Design Process.
Tim Karpoff led the discussion and posited several goals for the
public meeting.
•
Inform attendees of hazards specialists identified within the
Boston Hill study area.
•
Gather feedback regarding the perception of hazardous
conditions
•
Determine if the Silver City residents preferred that the
Abandoned Mine Land Program take a ”no-action” position to
the hazards on Boston Hill.

Falling

Professor Scott Altenbach presenting to public at the first public meeting
Source: http://www.gilacommunity.net/viewtopic.php?t=11697

Adit, Collar and Ceiling Cave-ins
Tim Karpoff presenting to public at Silver City Senior Center
Source: http://www.gilacommunity.net/viewtopic.php?t=10508&p=23299.

•
•

The survey found extreme risks to persons due to rock fall, high
to extreme risks due to falling from heights and low to high risk
of cave-in and entrapment throughout the Legal Tender Mine
Complex.

•

Public meeting Summary

•

Silver City residents took an active interest in past and current AML
work on Boston Hill and had many questions for the team members.

•
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Public Meeting

Rock degrades over time by being exposed to air and
water. Loose rocks at entries and, ceilings or subsiding
areas can fall at any time and cause serious head injuries.
A hard hat can protect a person from only a small falling
object. Additionally loose rock around the collar of an
opening can act like a marble, causing a tripping hazard
resulting in injury.

One of the most well attended stations at the public meeting was an
underground survey of the Legal Tender Mine and an assessment
of its hazardous conditions. The survey crew spent two days in
the Legal Tender mine, which gave AML and the team a unique
geotechnical and professional mine hazard perspective for that
area.
Underground and surface mine features were mapped using
LiDAR technology allowing for accurate representations of three
dimensional mine characteristics. The LiDAR survey created
sections to measure ceiling or mantle thicknesses and identified
areas of high hazard potential. The surveyors were underground
during snowmelt conditions and observed the mines erosion due
to freeze-thaw and water-loosened rock. Furthermore, the survey
team was on site for a long enough period of time to observe the
frequency of daily visitation and see evidence of frequent night
visitation.

There are numerous ways to get injured by falling at an
abandoned mine. Some are obvious, such as falling off
a highwall or down a shaft. Others are not so evident.
Mines are dug laterally and vertically. Vertical shafts are
called winzes and can go unnoticed in the darkness of a
mine. Mine tunnels frequently have shafts in them that are
covered with boards. These timbers may be hidden under
dirt, fallen rock or other debris. The weight of a person on
these old boards might cause them to collapse without
warning, sending the victim tumbling deep into the shaft.

•

Attendee’s perception of hazardous conditions on Boston
Hill is low; however the presentation initiated a dialogue
regarding perceived versus real abandoned mine hazards.
The attendees noted that Boston Hill is beautiful and
they do not want to obliterate the beauty of the hill: the
attendees do not want the “roughness” of Boston Hill to be
lost.
The attendees know that the abandoned mine features are
degrading.
The consensus of the group was for AML to continue the
planning and design effort and reject the “no action” option.
The planning team was directed to develop criteria for the
safeguarding of features. Criteria might include: cost, habitat
preservation, and hazard and risk assessment.
Plan should balance the experience of risk with reasonable
safety measures.

An adit is a horizontal mine opening and a collar is the rock
or soil immediately adjacent to the mine opening. Adit and
collar entrances can be dangerous because weathered
rock deteriorates over time.

Public Meeting

Cave-ins are unpredictable. Even some minor disturbances
can cause cave-ins. The sudden crush of falling earth
produces either serious injury or instant death. Perhaps
even more terrifying is being trapped behind a cave-in with
little or no chance of rescue; in effect being buried alive.

Bad Air
"Bad air" is a common fear in mines. While most falling
dangers are obvious, air containing poisonous gases such
as carbon monoxide with insufficient oxygen cannot be
detected until too late. Poisonous gases often accumulate
in low areas and along the floor. Walking into these low
spots causes the good air above to stir up the bad air
below, producing a potentially lethal mixture.
Source: http://www.EMNRD.state.nm.us/MMD/AML/AML-hazards.html
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The Coliseum

Fi e l d D e s i gn M eeti n gs

The Fire Pit Room
Cross section of the Legal Tender Mine- taken with lidar technology

Scheduled and structured to optimize public input, the field
design meetings allowed for multiple days of public outreach
at the convenience of interested stakeholders. The field design
meetings were scheduled on a weekday and weekend days were
to ensure opportunities for team members to converse with
residents and Town officials. The meetings were advertised via
public service announcements sent to the regional newspaper
and radio outlets. Emails were sent to stakeholders and calls
were made to public officials and those landowners living
adjacent to Boston Hill. In addition, flyers were posted at
trailheads.

Format

Both field design meetings started at the Silco Theatre which acted
as the meeting(s) launch point. Typical meeting routines included:
•
Team members met in at the Silco in the morning for a short
Legal Tender Mine – Geologic Hazard Characterization
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update and walked up the hill to an established meeting
location.
•
The team returned to town for lunch; gathered at the Silco
afterward and left for more work on the hill until 3-4 PM.
•
The remainder of the afternoon was spent downloading the
day’s thoughts and consolidating the team’s approach to the
mine hazards.

Kleinfelder engineers noting a spalling rock

The Fire Pit Room

Specific questions that were discussed by the group included:

Safety
•
•
•

What and who determines what is safe and unsafe?
What unsafe behaviors are safeguarding measures
addressing?
Who are the persons AML is keeping from harm?

Habitat
•
•

Is there a balance between human visitation of the
underground area and maintaining a healthy bat habitat?
What is the community consensus regarding the preservation
of animal habitat?

Design of Safeguarding Measures
•

Can the abandoned mine features be open (even partially) to
human visitation?
What has been AML’s experience with vandalism of
safeguarding features and what safeguarding measures are
most prone to vandalism?
What safeguarding measures allow a sense of danger/
experience of a cave and protect a visitor from harm?
Can safeguarding measures allow for partial entry into the
underground mine features

•

The first field design meeting session for Boston Hill was
conducted from Wednesday, August 7th through Saturday August
10th and involved detailed discussions of safeguarding the
abandoned mine features and laid the groundwork for constructive
design discussions.

•

The second field design meeting was held from Saturday,
October 5th through Tuesday, October 8. The second field
Legal
Tenderwas
Mine
– Geologic
Hazard
Characterization
24
design
meeting
dedicated
to the
design
process. Using
design principles articulated by Alexander in “A Pattern
Language”, considerable design effort went into understanding
how the Legal Tender Mine Complex is a center of Silver City
livelihood.

Hazardous mine conditions are well known to miners and not
very well known to visitors of abandoned mines. The four primary
hazards associated with abandoned mines are present on Boston
Hill and represent hazards to public health, safety and welfare.
The mine safeguarding measures cannot take into account all
reckless behaviors; however, the measures can reasonably prohibit
or limit access to significant hazardous conditions. Safeguarding
measures are designed to decrease hazardous conditions for any
and all visitors.

Field Design Meeting #1 began with an orientation for the team and
participants. Broad topics were addressed including:
•
the mission and experience of AML and the Team;
•
the understanding and perception of hazards/safety;
Legal Tender Mine – Geologic Hazard Characterization
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•

why federal dollars are dedicated to the purpose of
safeguarding abandoned mines; and,
how and why the Boston Hill study area and Legal Tender Mine
Complex fit within the states safeguarding priority list.

Meeting agendas were organized to accommodate both
newcomers to the project and those who were familiar with the
effort. Each series of meetings began with an update on project
status and then identified the current meeting goals.

Field Design meeting #1 Summary

Kleinfelder engineers at “The Firepit”

•

•

Kiosk at Boston Hill trailhead

Field Design meeting #1 Findings
Safety

The “Moon Gate”
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Habitat
The meaning of habitat preservation and/or creation was the
largest unknown for residents and team members.
•
There was once a healthy bat population at the Legal Tender.
mine complex that has been harmed by human distrubance.
•
Bats will inhabit suitable habitat almost immediately
after safeguarding measures are employed and human
disturbance is minimized.

Design of safeguarding measures

Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Townsend's_big-eared_bat

Indian paintbrush flowers on Boston Hill

Much of the public dialogue focussed on providing
opportunities for continued human entry into the Legal Tender
Mine. Experiencing underground envrionments is a healthy
human instinct and the Legal Tender Mine has provided this
experience to residents for years.

Field design meeting #2 was focused on solution development, both
in specific safeguarding measures and outreach efforts that may
alleviate community reactions to complete closure of the Legal
Tender Mine Complex.

Field Design meeting #2 Summary
The collaborative design process facilitates interaction and group
decision making. Community consensus developed around several
key design principles:
•
Remove existing unsuitable materials from the site;
•
Preserve bat and animal habitat
•
Use local materials to build improvements;
•
Build local knowledge of habitat and mine safety; and,
•
Preserve risk-taking experiences
North Mine Entry

Field Design meeting #2 findings

However, opening the abandoned mine features to human visitation
requires the stabilization of the mine mantle (or ceiling) to assure
rock fall will not occur. Not only will stabilization require significant
funds for engineering and construction, but engineering of a
stabilization structure may not even be feasible. Other concerns
include:
•
accommodating human entry can result in the disruption of
habitat;
•
monitoring/policing of the features to minimize vandalism/
habitat disruption; and,
•
identifying an entity that will assume liability for operation
and maintenance of a publicly accessible abandoned mine.

Specific design decisions are described in the spreasheet entitled
Safeguarding Matrix and in the next section, however, general
conceptual designs resulting from the second field design meeting
include:

The concerns above advise that full closure is the best approach to
abandoned mine features.

Safeguarding measures: Steel mesh covering significant shafts,
low rock walls and signage over potential ceiling collapse areas,
backfilling in some adits and shafts, bat cupolas, ventilation piping
and bat compatible gates, rock bulkheads (walls) sealing shaft
entry areas

The Legal Tender Mine Complex has been an outdoor recreation
area for generations. Restricting entry into the mine may impinge
on the community’s sense of ownership and reaction to full
closure may result in vandalism. The AML program is familiar
with vandalism of its safeguarding features and notes that it is
immediately after the safeguarding measures are installed that
the vandalism is at its highest. Part of this plan addresses mine
hazard education strategies, and the value of bat habitat in hopes
of lessening vandalism.

Restroration: Chainlink fencing removal and replacement with
wildlife fencing, revegetation of disurbed landscapes,
Trails: Realignment of trails and oblliteration of trails degrading the
landscape, seating areas and stone benches in shady spots with
views, bat exits and entries, bike inhibitors such as rock fields or
vertical steel mesh, pedestrian bridges

Dramatic Light in the Legal Tender Mine

Community outreach outcomes: Build intergenerational and
community understanding of habitat and mine safety by leveraging
the arts community and AML subconsultant expertise.

Some visitors to the Legal Tender Mine complex seek the rush of
risk taking and the experience of taking risks is an important part
of recreating for the visitors. The AML program seeks to design
safeguarding measures such as high tensile steel mesh over shafts
that give a sense of danger while protecting a visitor from harm.
View from “The Balcony”
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Field Design meeting #2

“The Balcony”
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phase ii summary
Each abandoned mine feature in the Boston Hill study area has
been cataloged in the attached Safeguarding Matrix, page 30.
Most mine features are addressed in the matrix; however the
features below are complex and require further explanation.

Existing Condition: The Ballroom Entry

Adit 01- The Ballroom

Stewardship Potential

Adit 01 also known as “The Ballroom” is the major entry into
the mine complex. The adit is an awesome sight and is usually
a visitor’s first experience of the underground workings of the
mine. The mantle varies in thickness and length and is supported
by spray-painted cracked stone columns. The opening has an
incompetent stone collar, and the potential for rock fall and ceiling
collapse is extreme.

Participants generally agreed that the Legal Tender Mine Complex
may be better cared for if it were owned by one entity such as the
Town of Silver City. The Town does not have any current plans to
acquire additional Boston Hill Open Space, but after safeguarding
measures are complete and hazardous conditions are addressed,
the Town may reconsider adding to its present open space area.

The stone collar must be reinforced and the columns given
additional compressive strength for a closure to be successful.
For this reason a reinforced shotcrete panel or wall is proposed
to reinforce the stone brow and columns, and construct a bat
compatable enclosure for wildlife entry.

Proposed Safeguarding: The Ballroom

One feature of the stope opening is a balcony-like space that can
be entered on the north side of the stope entry. (see noted picture
on page 26 )This balcony is proposed to be stabilized and gated
to provide a 10’-0” entry into the stope. Light from the bat gate
and shafts can be observed from the balcony. The stone shelf is
the only place in which visitors can partially enter the abandoned
mine.
Facing the bat compatible enclosure is amphitheater-like seating
made of stone from Boston Hill. The amphitheater is a place for
visitors to watch for bats leaving the mine at dusk, or relax and
have a snack while exploring the site.

Recommended community efforts

Existing Condition: The Colosseum

hiring Dr. Altenbach to give bat presentations in and around Silver
City, to increase awareness of bats in the landscape and educate
kids and families about abandoned mines and bat habitat. The
presentation could be closely followed by a mural-making
exercise led by local artists that would help build a personal and
community connection to bat habitat.

The AML program can assist with several efforts to grow
understanding of Boston Hill’s ecology and history of human
interventions by providing site sensitive design and targeted
public outreach programs in the short term to achieve its goals of
protecting the public from mine hazards on Boston Hill. The long
term health of Boston Hill relies on active local advocates and
landowner interest.

Outreach
Education and the Involvement of the Arts
Silver City is fortunate to be home to an active art community. A
combination of bat habitat/mine safety presentations and active
involvement of the art community may create an appreciation for
abandoned mine features as more than a recreation environment.
One solution to be explored is a partnership with the Silver City
art community. For instance, the AML program has considered

Another option includes involving organizations that promote the
acquisition of land for public use, such as the Trust for Public Land.
The Trust for Public Land assists groups in fund raising, property
surveys and conservation transactions.

Mural by Silver City Artists

Whether the Town or The Trust for Public Land gets involved, all
stewardship efforts hinge on the development of a local group
that advocates for Boston Hill. Currently the Grant County trails
group is the most active organization with an interest in the trails
of Boston Hill. An ideal advocacy group would include different
user types and adjacent landowners who have an interest and
investment in maintaining the natural state of Boston Hill.

next steps
Negotiation: AML and the team are negotiating Consent to Enter
Forms (consent form) with landowners of the Legal Tender. The
consent form allows the AML program and its contractors access
to the site for environmental and archeaological surveys and
construction.
Federal Compliance: AML will employ consultants to conduct an
archaeological and environmental assessment in compliance with
federal regulations.
Community Collaboration:
•
AML will hire Dr. Altenbach to conduct a series of bat habitat
lectures followed closely by an art project that celebrates bats
and Boston Hill mining.
•
AML and the design team will work with the arts community
to develop a program to design a gateway at Spring Street
trailhead.
Design:
•
Reconcile BLM land ownership information and county
derived landownership information.
•
AML and the design team will design the safeguarding
measures for permitting, bidding and construction
Construction: Construction is anticipated to occur late in the year
of 2015 and completed with six months.

Proposed Safeguarding: The Colosseum
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Safeguarding Mines on Boston Hill. Silver City, NM
Legal Tender Mine Complex
Safeguarding Matrix‐ v1
Location Name

Feature Type Nickname

Latitude (NAD
83)

Longitude (NAD
83)

Height (ft)
length?
North/south
dimension?

Width (ft)
east/west
dimension?

Shaft
Coord Comments
Depth (ft)

Ownership

Evidence
Public Entry Comments
Public Entry

Signage Or
Fencing

Signage Or Fencing Comments

Shaft Fall
Hazard

Shaft Egress

Shaft/Collapse
Hazard

Habitat

Preferred Safeguarding method

Shaft 01

shaft

The net

32.75471

-108.28812

25

46

98 17'-0" of water in bottom

Town of Silver City

No

No access except riding over the net Yes

Steel cable net over shaft opening. Cable is wearing

No

Not Applicable

No

Shaft 01

shaft

The net

32.75481

-108.28809

15

45

Town of Silver City

No

No access except riding over the net Yes

Steel cable net over shaft opening

No

Not Applicable

No

Cover with finer steel mesh

Shaft 02

shaft

32.75537

-108.2871

31

30

30 North end
21 Taken on ground surface on ledge above openin

No

-

Yes

No

No

Steel mesh

Shaft 03

shaft

32.7556

-108.28704

8

10.5

No

-

Yes

Difficult

No

Backfill to 3'-0"

South Shafts
South Shafts

adit
adit

32.755
32.755

-108.29083 -108.29094 -

-

Yes
Yes

2 signs, one facing south, one NE "mine hazards"
2 signs, one facing south, one NE "mine hazards"

No
No

Not Applicable
Not Applicable

No
No

?
?

South Shafts

adit

32.75499

-108.29102 -

-

Yes

2 signs, one facing south, one NE "mine hazards"

No

Not Applicable

?

-

No
Yes, some collapse at
opening, but small into
hard rock
-

South Shafts - Adit

adit

32.75504

-108.29125 -

Shaft 06
Shaft 07

shaft
shaft

32.75558
32.75644

-108.29072 -108.29014

Shaft 08

shaft

32.76272

-108.28564 -

Shaft 09

shaft

32.76108

-108.28195 -

Shaft 10

shaft

32.76265

-108.28332

shaft

32.76255

-108.28335

Shaft 12

shaft

32.76513

-108.28346 -

10 Adit
624 2'-0" water in bottom
Several small openings, assume one with barb wire fillin
0 and sign is Shaft 8

Town of Silver City
Town of Silver City
Town of Silver City
Town of Silver City
Town of Silver City

No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

-

Not Applicable

Some bottles/cans in trench

Yes

One sign on east edge, not seen from road

Yes

Difficult

Yes, open adit with
collapsed soils

Plug and Backfill with granular fill

-

No

-

Yes

No

Loose rocks at top,
vertical walls

Cut trees in shaft and backfill

21

Town of Silver City
Town of Silver City
Town of Silver City

Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Town of Silver City

tunnel

32.76365

-108.28246 -

-

15 Northside

Town of Silver City

No

Tunnel A

tunnel

32.76376

-108.28242 -

-

Town of Silver City

Shaft 09

shaft

32.76122

-108.28189

15 Southside
15 South end of deep opening

No
Yes

10 at sign, shaft
North end of trench
-

Town of Silver City
Town of Silver City
Town of Silver City

Tunnel 03
Shaft 04
Feature 05
Shaft 6
Shaft 07
Shaft 08
Shaft 09
Shaft 10A
Shaft 10B
Shaft11 A
Feature11B
Feature 11C

No

No

00 N end of trench at trai
0 S end between hole and trench
15 Pink flag nearby likely from lidar surve

No
No

Tunnel A

Shaft 02

Yes

Sign adjacent (north)

Town of Silver City

-

The Ballroom

one post "mine hazards"

Yes

20 -

-

Adit/Tunnel

Yes

13

-108.28172 -

Adit 01

Easy

-

8

10

0

30

32.7615

-108.28175

0

20

32.76158
32.7555
32.7667
32.761774

-108.28189
-108.28978
-108.29019
-108.299889

0
21
4
4

15
16
6
6

Height (ft)

Not Applicable

Yes

No

-108.28225 -108.28227 -108.28465

Longitude (NAD
83)

No

Yes

32.768

Latitude(NAD
83)

2 signs, one facing south, one NE "mine hazards"
-

Town of Silver City
15 S end of trench
Area is covered in small pits and trenches, holes and fa
hazards in entire area, 2 vertical shafts adjacent appear to
Town of Silver City
13 be the only shafts
Area is covered in small pits and trenches, holes and fa
hazards in entire area, 2 vertical shafts adjacent appear to
Town of Silver City
10 be the only shafts

13

Width (ft)

15
20
11
3

-

Shaft
Coord Comments
Depth (ft)

0

Town of Silver City

Town of Silver City
Town of Silver City

Yes
Yes
No
No
No

?
N/A

Yes

-

5

Cover with finer steel mesh

No

-

32.76824
32.76812
32.76646

Legal Tender Mine Complex
Location Name
Feature Type Nickname

Dumping of bricks, greenwaste
-

No

shaft

adit

Dumping of bricks, greenwaste

No

-

shaft
shaft
shaft

shaft
shaft
shaft
shaft

Dumping of bricks, greenwaste
Dumping of bricks, greenwaste

Town of Silver City

31

Shaft 13

Shaft 09

-

No

Shaft 14
Shaft 14
Shaft 15

Shaft 09
Shaft 04
Shaft 05
NW Shaft

-

Town of Silver City
Town of Silver City

15
15

7

Shaft 11

7 South end of Trench
0A
0B
0C

Town of Silver City

Needs confirmation

Owl Habitat is likely

Cover with Cable netting

No
Yes
Pots and pans, bottles. Adjacent to
neighborhood
No
Footpath into trench
No
Footpath into trench
No
No
Timber and corrigated metal debris i
hole
No
Timber and corrigated metal debris i
hole
No
Some bottles/cans in trench
Yes

One sign at uphill edge of shaft

Yes
Yes

No
No

Loose rocks at top,
vertical walls
-

-

No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Not Applicable
Easy
Easy
No

-

None required
None Required
None Required
Backfill with 7' of materia

-

Yes

No

-

Netted with Bat compatible enclosure

One sign, not seen from road

Yes
Yes

No
Difficult

Netted with Bat compatible enclosure
?

Some bottles/cans in trench
Some bottles/cans in trench
-

Yes

One sign on east edge, not seen from road

Yes

Difficult

Yes
No
No
Yes

One sign, not seen from road
Sign has fallen or been thrown into the shaft
-

Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Difficult
No
No
Easy

No
Yes, open adit with
collapsed soils
No
No
No
-

Ownership

Evidence
Public Entry Comments
Public Entry

Signage Or
Fencing

Signage Or Fencing Comments

Shaft Fall
Hazard

Shaft Egress

BLM

Yes

Frequent Daily entry

Yes

Fencing is breached, signage is on fencing

No

Easy

32.76733274

-108.2859681

Shaft

32.76761184

-108.2857458

BLM

Yes

Footpath to edge

Yes

Yes

Easy

Mine Entry
Shaft
Shallow ceilings
Shaft
Coliseum
Shaft
Shaft
Rain Garden
Shaft
Shaft
Shaft
Shaft
Long Trench
n/a
Moongate
n/a
The Bedroom

32.76767439
32.76749531
32.76733724
32.76750999
32.76729862
32.76729084
32.76707314
32.76694098
32.76671419
32.76705856
32.76720902
32.76709942

-108.2856638
-108.2856694
-108.2855537
-108.2851415
-108.2851797
-108.2853861
-108.2852063
-108.2855357
-108.2855205
-108.285922
-108.2859274
-108.2858997

BLM
BLM
Multiple BLM/Private
Private
Private
Private
Multiple BLM/Private
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM
BLM

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Frequent Daily entry
Footpath to edge
Frequent Daily entry
Footpath to edge/possible entry
footpath to edge
Frequent Daily entry
Frequent Daily entry
Frequent Daily entry
Frequent Daily entry
Frequent Daily entry
Frequent Daily entry
Frequent Daily entry

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
n/a
n/a

Easy
Easy
n/a
Easy
Easy
Easy
Easy
Easy
Easy
Easy
Easy
Easy

shaft
shaft
shaft

32.76730063
32.76711566
32.7671366

-108.2848577
-108.2849009
-108.2847515

Private
Private
Private

Yes
Yes
Yes

Frequent Daily entry
Frequent Daily entry
Frequent Daily entry

Yes
Yes
Yes

Fencing is breached, signage on fencing

Shaft
Shaft
Shaft
Shaft
Shaft
Shaft
Tunnel
Shaft
subsidence

32.76752869
32.76748099
32.76741139
32.76739625
32.76737751
32.76720157
32.76719203
32.7670939
32.76768408

-108.2842285
-108.2842463
-108.2842674
-108.2842678
-108.2842687
-108.2842769
-108.2842076
-108.284306
-108.2842447

Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Frequent Daily entry
Frequent Daily entry
Frequent Daily entry
Frequent Daily entry
Frequent Daily entry
Entry
Frequent Daily entry
Footpath to edge
n/a

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
no

Fencing is breached, signage on fencing

Shaft
Shaft

32.76886749
32.76868569

-108.2844575
-108.2844498

Private
Private

Yes
Yes

Footpath to edge
Footpath to edge

Yes
Yes

Fencing is breached, signage on fencing
Fencing is breached, signage on fencing

Shaft/Collapse
Hazard
Loose rocks at top,
vertical walls

Needs Confirmation

Cut trees in shaft and backfill
Clean out- no solution determined

?
?
Owl habitat likely

Cable netting
filled with Barbed wire?
?

Habitat
Preferred Safeguarding method
Bat/Fox
Bat/Fox

See discussion
Cable netting

Yes
Yes
Loose rock at top
Loose rock
Loose Rock
Loose Rock
Loose Rock
Loose Rock
Loose Rock
n/a
n/a

Bat/Fox
Bat/Fox
Bat/Fox
Bat/Fox
Bat/Fox
Bat/Fox
Bat/Fox
Bat/Fox
Bat/Fox
Bat/Fox
Bat/Fox
Bat/Fox

Bat gate
Cable netting
Low rock wall at perimeter- signage
Cable netting
cable netting
Cable netting
Total Closure foam or toroid
Cable netting
Total Closure foam or toroid
cable netting with bridge
low rock wall on top of arch
Bat gate at second entry

Difficult
Difficult
Difficult

yes
yes
yes

Needs verification
Needs verification
Needs verification

Cable netting
Total Closure foam or toroid
GCS wall and netting and rock wall at edge

yes

no

Difficult
Difficult
Difficult
Difficult
Difficult
Difficult
n/a
Difficult
n/a

?

Needs verification
Needs verification
Needs verification
Needs verification
Needs verification
Observed bats
n/a
Observed bats
n/a

Total Closure Foam or toroid
Foam with culvert
Vertical wall- Foam, total closure
Toroid closure
Toroid closure
Bat cupola
Rock Bulkhead
Grated enclosure/cupola at seating heigh
Backfill

yes
yes

Difficult
Difficult

yes
yes

Need verification
Need verification

remove existing fence
Cable netting

Yes
vertical walls

Legal Tender East
Shaft 1
Shaft 2
Shaft 3

The Basement
Shaft 1 A north
Shaft 1B south
Shaft 2 A
Shaft 2B
Shaft 2C
Feature 03 A
Feature 03 B
Shaft 04
Subsidence 05

Cenote Seco
Feature 1
Feature 2
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